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I. INTRODUCTION

There is a desire among telecom operators to provide
communication services in IP networks that meet strong
quality-of-service requirements. Consequently, an operator
needs to develop efficient tools for monitoring and control
of relevant performance parameters. Besides having a good
knowledge about the behaviour of the network for opera-
tional purposes, it has also become increasingly important to
verify whether service-level agreements are fulfilled or not.

We briefly describe a framework for embedded perform-
ance monitoring of QoS parameters in IP networks, espe-
cially virtual private networks. The proposed architecture
has two main characteristics: first, it uses an in-service
method in which parameters of the actual user traffic are
measured by means of dedicated monitoring packets; and
secondly, the monitoring functions form an integrated part
of the ordinary network elements. Measurement activities
have to be subordinated the operators’ policy and objective
for performance management, which are related to service
level agreements and operational needs. There is no mean-
ing to carry out extensive performance monitoring for its
own sake.

This study is focused on IP-based virtual private networks
since they represent a case where more elaborate perform-
ance monitoring clearly is motivated. The technique to pro-
vide logically private domains within the traditional teleph-
ony network has been used for some time now. Since the
Internet Protocol today is ubiquitous also in public tele-
communications, IP-based virtual private networks are con-
sidered to become an important method for providing secure
and reliable telecom services.
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II.  BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Methods for measuring and monitoring network perform-
ance parameters are usually divided into two categories:
SDVVLYH�PHWKRGV, such as traditional sniffers and traffic me-
ters, and�DFWLYH�PHWKRGV, where special test or control pack-
ets are generated (e.g. ping). The idea behind passive meth-
ods is to capture packets in order to store and collect infor-
mation from various fields within the packet header. Tradi-
tional sniffers, protocol analysers and traffic meters are all
based on this principle (e.g. tcpdump, ntop [1], NeTraMet
[2], NetFlow [3], CoralReef [4] and RMON probes).

Unlike active methods, passive monitors do not add extra
traffic load to the network. Besides this non-intrusive char-
acter, passive methods enable gathering of large amount of
detailed information. However, recording and logging of
packet traces in high-speed networks often require special
arrangements for collection, storage and processing of very
large amount of data. Active methods on the other hand are
based on injecting probe packets, often using ICMP. Some
examples of tools based on active methods are PingER [5],
the Active Measurement Project (AMP) [6], the National
Internet Measurement Infrastructure [7], Surveyor [18] and
RIPE’s test traffic project [8]. Cisco has developed the
Service Assurance Agent [17] and Ericsson has recently
announced several new products in the field [9].

A widespread method that does not fit into the former
taxonomy is the use of the Simple Network Management
Protocol (SNMP) to retrieve information from the network
elements’ Management Information Bases (MIBs). Many
tools, such as Multi Router Traffic Grapher [10], are based
on polling of traffic counters in the routers’ MIBs. RMON
(Remote Monitoring), which can be seen as a step towards
distributed monitoring, is structured as a MIB. A manager
can therefore obtain traffic information from the probes
using SNMP.

Performance monitoring methods may also be classified
as being either LQ�VHUYLFH�or RXW�RI�VHUYLFH. Out-of-service
methods are only applied to specially generated test traffic,
while the purpose of in-service methods is to monitor the
actual user traffic. In-service monitoring may be performed
using non-intrusive passive methods or by means of various
active methods. In this paper we focus on in-service moni-
toring and suggest a model based on monitoring packets
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inserted into the user traffic in order to estimate perform-
ance parameters. These dedicated monitoring packets,
which carry OAM information (operation, administration
and maintenance), may be regarded as an active in-service
method. ITU-T has standardised OAM cells for fault and
performance monitoring in ATM networks [11]. Unlike
ATM, IP is a connectionless protocol with a variable packet
size. This is probably the main reason why similar methods
seem to be quite rare in the IP world. The only work to our
knowledge is a test project at IBM [12]. The results from
the EURESCOM project QUASIMODO have also been an
inspiration for our work [13].

Performance measurements and monitoring in general
seem to attract a growing attention. Consequently there are
several ongoing standardisation efforts in this field, e.g. the
IP Performance Metric Working Group in the Internet
community [14] and a corresponding initiative within the
ITU-T [15].

III. THE ARCHITECTURE

In this section we propose an architecture for embedded
performance monitoring in IP networks, especially applied
to virtual private networks. The method is based on dedi-
cated monitoring packets, which experience the same con-
ditions as the user traffic, and monitoring functions that are
an integrated part of the network elements.

$�� *RDOV�DQG�5HTXLUHPHQWV

The basic idea is to develop an appropriate infrastructure
for monitoring of network performance parameters in IP
networks. We believe that measurements and monitoring
functions have to be determined by the operator’s policy
and objective for performance management and adjusted to
the type of services that are offered.

Besides the obvious need for an operator to be well in-
formed of the behaviour of its network as a whole, moni-
toring of service-level agreements and quality-of-service has
become on important part of an operator’s responsibility,
possibly supported by customer-based network management
systems. Furthermore, a powerful real-time monitoring sys-
tem, capable of reflecting the actual performance of the net-

)LJXUH��� Virtual private networks that are defined between pro-
vider edge nodes (PE) or between customer edge nodes (CE) use a
common core network.

work could also provide support for dynamic capacity allo-
cation functions.

We have chosen the emerging IP-based virtual private
networks as the target for this study. As seen in Figure 1 we
assume a topology with a core network surrounded by pro-
vider edge nodes and customer edge nodes. Virtual private
networks can be implemented in different ways. In router-
based networks so called tunnels are created by means of
overlay point-to-point connections, using for example ge-
neric route encapsulation or IPSec. Multi protocol label
switching (MPLS) promises to provide a more flexible and
scalable framework for VPNs based upon cell switches, or a
mixed environment with routers and switches.

%�� 1HWZRUN�3HUIRUPDQFH�3DUDPHWHUV

The following network parameters are considered impor-
tant [15].

• IP packet loss ratio:
It is defined as the number of lost packets divided by
the number of sent packets. It would however be infor-
mative to have a measure that also describes the distri-
bution of the losses. One possibility is to estimate the
length of the loss-free periods and the loss periods re-
spectively. Similar metrics have been used in bit error
statistics, e.g. error-free seconds.

• IP packet transfer delay:
The mean one-way transfer delay between sender and
receiver and the packet delay variation. This is relevant
especially for real-time services. Two-way delay (round
trip time) does not require clock synchronisation and is
therefore easier to implement.

• IP packet error ratio:
The ratio of the number of errored packets to the total
number of transmitted packets.

&�� 3ROLF\�%DVHG�0RQLWRULQJ

The embedded method (described in more detail later) re-
quires that the monitoring nodes can be configured dynami-
cally and automatically according to the operator’s policies
and aims. Directory enabled networks [16] is a possible and
promising architecture for implementing policy-based per-
formance monitoring. An operator must be able to decide
when, how and where the monitoring functions in the net-
work are to be activated. Since several logical networks,
different service-classes, various parameters and a lot of
network elements are involved, the management interface to
this complex environment needs to be expressed in terms of
different monitoring policies, where low-level technological
details are hidden. Since our study is concentrated on
monitoring and estimation of the performance parameters
the above aspects are not considered further in this paper.

'�� (PEHGGHG�2$0�3DFNHWV

The purpose of embedded monitoring is to measure rele-
vant network performance parameters based on the actual
user traffic. These dedicated monitoring packets, OAM
packets, are inserted between blocks of ordinary data pack-
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ets as shown in Figure 2. The sending node generates
monitoring packets that convey monitoring information
between every N user packet on average. The receiving
node detects the monitoring packets, adds information and
returns them to the originating node. Processing, storage
and analysis may be carried out by dedicated servers for the
entire network. Synchronisation of the clocks in the moni-
toring nodes, for measuring one-way delay, can be carried
out by means of for example the Global Positioning System
and the Network Time Protocol. It is possible to obtain the
following results using the method described above:

• The number of lost packets between sending and re-
ceiving nodes and the packet loss ratio during the
measurement period.

• The length of the loss-free periods and the loss periods
expressed in terms of the number of consecutive OAM
blocks that contain lost packets and the number of
OAM blocks that are loss-free.

• Samples of the transfer delay, and delay variations,
between sending and receiving nodes.

• An estimate of the utilised capacity (throughput) be-
tween each pair of sending-receiving edge nodes. This
requires that the mean packet length can be obtained.

)LJXUH��� Two OAM packets enclose an OAM block that consists
of N user packets on the average.

A format of the proposed OAM packet is illustrated in
Figure 3 below. The ordinary IP header of the OAM packet
contains the destination address of the receiving (exit) node,
the source address of the sending (entry) node. A sequence
number makes it possible to detect lost OAM packets. The
entry node writes the total number of packets sent (cumula-
tive) and the current time in the respective fields. The exit
node places the total number of packets received (cumula-
tive) and the current time in the corresponding header fields.

)LJXUH��� Format of an OAM packet.

(�� 5HTXLUHPHQWV�IRU�&RQQHFWLRQOHVV�1HWZRUNV

Performance monitoring in networks based on connec-
tionless protocols such as IP is not trivial. In connection-
oriented protocols, such as ATM, every packet or cell be-
longs to a logical connection with a predetermined path.
However, an IP datagram carries only the network addresses
of the source and the destination, and there is no guarantee
that each datagram in a session traverses the same path from
sender to receiver and arrive in the original order. Another
difference compared to ATM is that IP permits variable

packet size, which has to be considered when estimating
transmission rates as well as the packet loss ratio.

Consequently, applying OAM packets for supervision of
performance parameters in IP networks requires that an en-
try (sending) node can find out which of the exit (receiving)
nodes the packet will pass through, based solely on the des-
tination IP address in the packet header. Similarly, a re-
ceiving node has to determine from which sending node an
arriving packet was sent, based on the IP source address. In
addition, the receiving node must be able to compute the
average packet size for the OAM blocks in order to estimate
throughput and utilisation. Although the general case might
be complex it turns out that this method is feasible for ex-
ample in virtual private networks where the topology is well
known and the routing is constrained.

IV. MONITORING OF TRAFFIC IN VIRTUAL PRIVATE

NETWORKS

The goal is to measure and estimate losses, delays and
throughput for IP traffic in virtual private networks between
provider edge nodes or customer edge nodes, based on a
general topology in Figure 4.

)LJXUH� �� A topology for virtual private networks. The provider
edge node 1 (PE1) acts an entry-monitoring node for the outgoing
traffic and the receiving nodes act as exit-monitoring nodes for the
incoming traffic. Corresponding monitoring functions may also be
implemented in customer edge nodes (CE) as well as in individual
hosts.

As mentioned previously, IP’s connectionless nature is a
major problem in designing monitoring systems. To use
OAM packets in IP networks requires look-up functions that
determine the correct exit (and entry) monitoring nodes.
However in virtual private networks, implemented by means
of point-to-point tunnels, the address of the exit node is car-
ried in an additional IP header. In this case the address to
the correct exit-monitoring node coincide with the IP desti-
nation address in the packet header. In more general cases a
similar procedure might require more complex look-up
functions.

$�� )XQFWLRQV�LQ�0RQLWRULQJ�1RGHV

The monitoring functions are activated if certain sets of
conditions that express the operator’s monitoring policy are
fulfilled, for example that specific service classes should be
monitored during certain time periods. When acting as an
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entry-monitoring node, a router should perform the follow-
ing monitoring functions for each VPN (and correspond-
ingly as an exit-monitoring node). It should maintain sepa-
rate counters for each monitoring exit node to keep track of
the number of packets that are sent to each of the receiving
nodes. The OAM packets are generated by the ingress node
and inserted periodically into the user traffic between blocks
user packets with the destination address pointing to the
exit-monitoring node. The source address is set to the ad-
dress of the entry-monitoring node. Figure 3 shows the
payload of the OAM packet.

A router, acting as exit-monitoring node, must determine
from which entry node the arriving user packets were sent,
based on the source address in the packet header. Each re-
ceiving node needs to maintain a counter for each entry
node and perform the following functions:

• Detect OAM packets through the unique protocol num-
ber in the header.

• Place a timestamp in OAM packet that shows the cur-
rent time in the exit node.

• Insert the current value of the counter that keeps track
of the number of received packets from the entry node.

• Return the OAM packet to the sending entry node.

%�� 5HVXOWV

Measurement data carried by the OAM packets, or stored
in corresponding nodes, may be processed by the originat-
ing entry node or by a stand-alone server. The difference
between NumberOfSentPackets in OAM packet Q and OAM
packet Q�� gives the number of packets sent in an OAM
block and correspondingly for NumberOfReceivedPackets
in Figure 3. Thus, the difference is the number of packets
that has been lost in the OAM block. A sample of the trans-
fer delay between a sending and a receiving node is given
by the difference between TimeAtReceiver and TimeAt-
Sender in an OAM packet. Lost monitoring packets are de-
tected through missing sequence numbers.

There is no guarantee that all packets in a stream between
two nodes follow the same path throughout the entire
monitoring period. One way of detecting changes in the
routing is to periodically use a tool that registers the path
between the edge nodes. If packets arrive in a different or-
der than they were sent, the effect might be that the OAM
blocks would contain more or fewer packets than the antici-
pated N number of packets. Thus, a packet that belongs to
one block at the sender may due to a change in the routing
appear in a adjacent block at the receiving node. If at the
same time packets have been lost in these blocks it is not
always possible to determine in which blocks the losses
occurred. However, since the counter values in the OAM
packets are cumulative it always possible to join a number
of consecutive blocks into larger units.

��� /RVVHV
Today packet losses are normally presented as the long-

term ratio between the number of lost packets and the num-
ber of transmitted packets. However, this metric contains no
information whatsoever about the time distribution of

packet losses. Since losses in packet networks tend to ap-
pear in bursts, mainly due to overflow in buffers, there is a
need to define a metric that also covers these characteristics
of the loss process. Some results for ATM networks are
reported in [19]. There is also a discussion about ‘loss pat-
tern sample metrics’ in the IP Performance Metrics Work-
ing Group [23].

In order to achieve a detailed picture of the loss process,
the sending node normally has to assign sequence numbers
to the transmitted packets. However, an embedded method
enables the definition of an additional metric expressed as
the mean length of the loss-free periods and loss periods
respectively. The length of these periods can be measured in
terms of the number of consecutive OAM blocks. Since the
mean packet length is unknown, the actual amount of lost
data cannot be estimated (also true for the packet loss ratio).
This problem may however be solved if the receiving (or
sending) node collects samples of the packet length from the
IP header and computes an estimate of the mean packet
length and its distribution.

��� 'HOD\�DQG�GHOD\�YDULDWLRQV
One-way delay is computed as the difference between the

timestamp at the source and the timestamp at the receiver in
the OAM packet, provided that the clocks are synchronised.
The delay variation is then defined as the difference be-
tween the one-way delay for consecutive packets [20], or
the difference between the one-way delay for each packet
and the mean delay during the measurement period [15].
Since the timestamps are samples from every N packet in
the stream the result depends on the sampling rate.

��� 7KURXJKSXW�EHWZHHQ�HGJH�QRGHV
Since the number of packets transmitted (and received)

and timestamps for every OAM packet are recorded at every
edge node, it is possible to obtain an estimate of the packet
transmission rate from each entry node, and also how this
traffic is distributed over the different receiving edge nodes.
It is however desirable to express the transmission rate
(throughput) in terms of bits per second and not merely as
packets per second. There are different ways to estimate the
packet length for this case. One possibility is to collect sam-
ples of the packet length field in the IP header from the ag-
gregated outgoing traffic (to all exit-monitoring nodes) in
each edge node. A disadvantage is that this procedure hides
the differences in packet lengths between individual pairs of
sending-receiving edge nodes.

Alternatively, a differentiated measure for each pair of
sending-receiving edge nodes can be obtained if the entry
(or exit) nodes record samples of the packet length for each
receiving (or sending) node. Hence, the throughput (and
utilisation) between an entry-monitoring node and each exit-
monitoring node can be estimated based on the number of
OAM packets transmitted from the entry node, the number
of OAM packets received at each exit node and the esti-
mated packet length during the measurement period.
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V. SIMULATION OF RESULTS BASED ON TRAFFIC DATA

The described method has been simulated in Matlab®

based on recordings of traffic data from the RIPE-NCC test
traffic boxes. The traffic files contain lists of all packets sent
between a particular test box and all other boxes. For each
packet the following information is given: the time the
packet was sent, an indication if the packet was lost, the
one-way delay between the sending and the receiving test
boxes, the packet size and the number of hops. The clocks
in the test boxes are synchronised by means of GPS. The
RIPE-NCC test traffic boxes are further explained in [8].
The traffic files have been processed using a program that
computes a number of statistical measures and histograms
regarding delays, variation of delays, throughput and packet
losses. Even though the recordings represent low speed test
traffic these simulations illustrate how the monitoring
method works and indicate some the possible results. Im-
plementation issues that influence the outcome of the meas-
urements and estimates are discussed in section VI.

In these simulation every N packet is selected as a moni-
toring packet. The number of sent and lost packets since the
previous monitoring packet are counted and stored together
with the sending and arrival times for the monitoring packet.
If a monitoring packet is lost the monitoring block will be
extended up to the next monitoring packet that succeeds to
arrive at the receiving node. The results from simulations
based on two different recordings of test traffic are pre-
sented below. Table 1 shows data from traffic between a test
box in Copenhagen and a test box in Stockholm during 10
days in November 2000. The overall packet loss rate is
0.7% and the mean delay is around 13 milliseconds. For
comparison Table 2 summarises corresponding data for
traffic between a test box in Stockholm and one in Helsinki
with a higher loss ratio (3.8%) and a mean delay around 7
milliseconds. All subsequent figures in the paper refer to the
case illustrated in Table 1. Figure 5 shows delay versus time
for the traffic between Stockholm and Helsinki and Figure 6
for traffic between Copenhagen and Stockholm.

)LJXUH� �� Packet delays for traffic between Stockholm and Hel-
sinki during the measurement period. The loss ratio is 3.8%.

)LJXUH� �� Packet delays for traffic between Copenhagen and
Stockholm during the measurement period. The loss ratio is 0.7%.

$�� 3DFNHW�'HOD\�DQG�'HOD\�9DULDWLRQ

Table 1 shows the maximum, minimum, mean and per-
centile values (99.5ile and 0.5ile) for one-way delay and de-
lay variations. The estimates based on different sizes of the
monitoring block (N=50, 100, 500 and 1000) can be com-
pared to the accurate measured values (in column two). The
corresponding values for the second trace file are summa-
rised in Table 2.

The relative errors in estimating the average delay
stretches between 0.2% at the minimum and 3.7% at the
maximum for different sizes of the monitoring blocks. The
estimates of the maximum delay correspond to the 99.8 per-
centile for N=50 and N=100, and the 98.4 percentile for
N=500 and N=1000. The histogram in Figure 7 illustrates
how the delay for each packet is distributed and Figure 8
shows the corresponding distribution measured by means of
monitoring packets inserted between blocks of 50 data
packets on the average.

The delay variation is computed as the delay for each
packet minus the average delay during the measurement
period ([15] and [20]). Figure 9 shows a histogram of the
variation in delay calculated according to this definition
based on timestamps from every packet. The corresponding
histogram based on OAM packets sent between every 50
packet on the average can be seen in Figure 10. The esti-
mated maximum delay variation lie within the 98.7 percen-
tile for N=50 and N=100 and within the 96 percentile of the
accurate probability distribution for N=500 and N=1000 for
both trace files. These examples indicate that measurements
based on monitoring packets can give fairly good estimates
of the average delay and its variation. It could also be added
that when the block size was allowed to vary randomly
around the average value, no significant changes in the error
levels could be observed.
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(unit: ms) Exact

values

N=50 N=100 N=500 N=1000

Mean delay 12.69 12.79 12.49 12.22 12.67

Maximum delay 90.80 41.03 41.03 32.83 32.83

99.5ile 38.44

Minimum delay 5.57 7.56 7.59 7.59 7.68

0.5ile 7.57

Std (delays) 6.37 6.42 6.20 5.88 6.61

Maximum delay
variation

78.11 28.23 28.54 20.60 20.16

99.5ile 25.74

Minimum delay
variation

-7.42 -5.23 -4.91 -4.63 -4.99

0.5ile -5.13

7DEOH��� The exact values for delays and delay variations (column
two) and the estimated values for block sizes N=50, 100, 500 and
1000 packets for traffic between Copenhagen and Stockholm.

(unit: ms) Exact

values

N=50 N=100 N=500 N=1000

Mean delay 7.34 7.30 7.31 7.23 7.16

Maximum delay 227.04 17.19 17.19 9.03 8.64

99.5ile 12.83

Minimum delay 4.13 4.18 4.19 4.33 4.38

0.5ile 4.20

Std (delays) 2.67 1.31 1.35 1.18 1.26

Maximum delay
variation

219.70 9.89 9.88 1.81 1.47

99.5ile 5.50

Minimum delay
variation

-3.21 -3.12 -3.12 -2.89 -2.77

0.5ile -3.14

7DEOH��� The exact values for delays and delay variations (column
two) and the estimated values for block sizes N=50, 100, 500 and
1000 packets for traffic between Stockholm and Helsinki.

)LJXUH����Histogram that shows the distribution of delays in milli-
seconds based on timestamps from all packets.

)LJXUH����Histogram that shows the distribution of delays in milli-
seconds based on timestamps from monitoring packets, N=50.

)LJXUH��� Histogram of the variation in delays in millisecond
based on timestamps from every packet.

)LJXUH� ��� Histogram of the variation in delays in milliseconds
based on timestamps from monitoring packet, N=50.
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%�� /RVVHV

Unlike delays, the estimation of packet losses does not
rely on a sampling technique. Since the number of sent and
received packets are counted and sent in a monitoring
packet the potential errors depend on how well the traffic
counters are synchronised with the transmission and recep-
tion of monitoring packets (further discussed in section VI).
One advantage of using monitoring packets is that the loss
process, and throughput, can be described with a higher
resolution than a long-term average for the entire measure-
ment period.

For the traffic shown in Table 1 the overall loss ratio is
0.0071. With a block size of 50 data packets, 334 of the 425
OAM blocks are loss-free and 90 contain losses (and one
OAM packet is lost). The average length of the loss-free
period (number of packets in consecutive monitoring blocks
without losses) is 355 packets, the maximum size is 2200
packets and the minimum size is 50 packets. The average
length of the loss period is 100 packets, and 3.3 packets on
the average are lost in each period (maximum is 21 packets
and minimum is 1 packet). The histograms in Figure 11 and
Figure 12 shows the distribution of the length of the loss-
free period and the loss period respectively. If N is small the
loss periods are reduced. For example with N=10 the aver-
age size of the loss period becomes 14 packets and the mean
size of the loss-free period 191 packets.

)LJXUH���� Histogram that shows the distribution of the length of
the loss-free periods with N=50.

A parameter K is often used to define the maximum num-
ber of packets that can be accepted between two consecu-
tive losses in loss period. The choice of N therefore deter-
mines the value of K. If for example N=50 then K will be
equal to 98, see Figure 13. Even though a small N gives a
better resolution of loss-free and loss periods, a larger N in
combination with the distribution measures for the loss pe-
riods often seem to provide similar information. Figure 14
shows the distribution of the number of lost packets in the
loss periods and Figure 15 illustrates how the packet loss

ratio is distributed among the loss periods. Depending on
the requirements from the applications and services, differ-
ent limits for acceptable loss ratios and distances between
losses can be defined, for example that the loss ratio per
block must not exceed a specific ratio and that K should be
smaller than a certain value.

)LJXUH�����Histogram that shows the distribution of the length of
the loss periods with N=50.

)LJXUH� ���� The maximum distance between two lost packets
(shaded in the figure) is 2N-2, where N is the number of packets in
the blocks.

)LJXUH�����Histogram that shows the distribution of the number of
lost packets in the loss periods with N=50.
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)LJXUH� ����Histogram that shows the distribution of the packet
loss ratio (PLR) in the loss periods with N=50.

&�� 7KURXJKSXW

Besides the long-term average value of the utilised capac-
ity it is often useful to obtain the maximum and minimum
values as well as the variation of the throughput during the
measurement period. This information is available since of
the number of sent and received packets along with time-
stamps are sent in each monitoring packet. The histogram in
Figure 16 shows the distribution of the average throughput
during the monitoring blocks between the test boxes. The
calculations are based on information from the monitoring
blocks (number of packets received and time stamps). In the
RIPE-NCC test traffic files the packet size is constant (800
bits).

)LJXUH�����Histogram that shows the distribution of the average
utilised capacity (throughput) during the monitoring blocks.

'�� &RQFOXVLRQV�RI�WKH�6LPXODWLRQV

The simulations show that the method provide acceptable
estimates of the average delay and delay variation and
packet losses. The result of the delays depend on the num-
ber of samples (i.e. monitoring packets) and the standard
deviation of the sample values. To obtain a fairly reasonable
estimate of the mean delay value does not require an ex-
tremely high frequency of monitoring packets. If the data
rate is 1 Mbit/s and the measurement period is 1 hour it suf-
fices to send a monitoring packet approximately every 5
seconds to get enough samples to estimate the average delay
(with confidence level 99%, confidence interval 0.4 and
standard deviation 2). This corresponds to an average size
of the monitoring blocks of around 2700 packets with a
mean packet size of 250 bytes. Whether a large block size
can describe the distribution of the losses sufficiently de-
pend on the current loss ratio and the burstiness of the loss
process as well as the purpose and requirement of the meas-
urement. The granularity of the loss-free and loss periods
becomes higher with more frequent monitoring packets but
this can to some extent be compensated using the available
information about the distribution of the length of these pe-
riods and also the number of lost packets in the loss periods.

VI. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

$�� $�6LPSOH�3URWRW\SH

The previous section illustrates some of the possible re-
sults gained from using monitoring packets. In this section
we briefly describe the current work in implementing a sim-
ple prototype using PC-based routers running the Linux
operating system. Initially the aim is to implement this pro-
totype for virtual private networks built on the IPSec proto-
col.

The main idea is to implement counters related to packet
filters that keep track of the number of incoming and out-
going packets, and insert dedicated monitoring packets be-
tween blocks of N data packets on the average. These func-
tions could be realised either on the network interface cards
[12] or in the kernel [13]. The experiences gained by Jor-
makka et al. in the EURESCOM project QUASIMODO
([13], [22]), using netfilter [21] and netlink (for communi-
cation between user space and kernel space) in Linux, will
be used in our work.

%�� 2SHQ�,VVXHV

��� 6\QFKURQLVDWLRQ�EHWZHHQ�FRXQWHUV�DQG�JHQHUDWLRQ�RI
2$0�SDFNHWV

One of the main implementation problems is how the
transmission and the reception of OAM packets can be effi-
ciently synchronised with the packet counters in the moni-
toring nodes. This synchronisation is crucial since the
method is based on the fact that the exact numbers of pack-
ets sent and received are inserted into the monitoring pack-
ets. Another important issue is to find how to measure the
packet sizes in each block or in several blocks at a time.
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��� 2$0�SDFNHWV�WKDW�V\QFKURQLVH�VWRUDJH�RI�PRQLWRU�
LQJ�GDWD

Instead of inserting the number of transmitted (received)
packets and time stamps in the OAM packet, it is feasible to
store these values in the respective monitoring nodes. In this
approach the monitoring packets are used for synchronising
and triggering these counters and time-stamping functions in
the individual nodes. After the first OAM packet is sent the
counting is initiated in the entry node, and correspondingly
in the exit node when it is received. Each time an OAM
packet is sent or received, these nodes save the current
timestamp and counter value. Unlike the approach described
previously there is no need to insert the number of outgoing
(incoming) packets or time stamps in the OAM packet,
which saves time and probably also facilitates the entire
procedure of generating OAM packets. However, the
monitoring data stored in each node have to be collected
and put together for further processing.

��� 7KH�GLVWDQFH�EHWZHHQ�PRQLWRULQJ�SDFNHWV
Since the transmission of OAM packets may compete

with the forwarding of data packets, the distance between
monitoring packets will depend on the current traffic load.
An increased block length during periods of heavy traffic
can be adjusted to a desired average length when the router
is less loaded. An advantage of a varying block size is that
correlation with periodic traffic patterns could be avoided.
One possibility is for example to let the block size vary ran-
domly around an average long-term value. For an optimal
choice of the distance between OAM packets the sample
rate of the delay and delay variation measurements, as well
as the granularity of the loss information, also have to be
considered related to the applicable levels of the service
agreements with the customers.

Another aspect of this issue is whether the distance be-
tween OAM packets should be measured in number of
packets (bytes) or in time. One objection against a fixed
number of packets in each block is that now and then the
time distance between two packets in a block can be quite
long. Therefore it seems appropriate to introduce a timer
that sets an upper limit for the acceptable maximal time
duration for an OAM block. If this limit is passed the block
is terminated and a monitoring packet is generated.

A related problem, mentioned in section IV, is how to
detect changes in routing of packets and handle disordering
of packet arrivals.

��� 6HSDUDWLRQ�RI�GHOD\�DQG�ORVV�PHDVXUHPHQWV
The accuracy of the delay estimations depends on the

sampling frequency, i.e. the distance between monitoring
packets. It is for example not possible to capture short-term
variations in delays using a large distance between the time-
stamped monitoring packets. If burst of monitoring packets
with time stamps and sequence numbers are sent periodi-
cally during limited periods it is possible to evaluate the
delay variation in more detail (also without synchronising
the sender and receiver clocks). Another method, e.g. sug-
gested in the QUASIMODO project, is to place a time
stamp in the ordinary data packets.

��� ([WHQGLQJ�WKH�PHWKRG�WR�RWKHU�FDVHV
The first step in our project is focused on monitoring for

virtual private networks. In this case, where the end points
of the IP tunnels are known and coincide with the network
addresses of the monitoring nodes, the problem to deter-
mine which entry and exit monitoring nodes the packets
belong to is trivial. However in more general cases it might
be complex to find the corresponding monitoring nodes,
given the IP addresses in the packets’ header. A deeper
study of what could be accomplished if effective loop-up
algorithms are applied to a more general network configu-
ration is needed to clarify this issue.

VII.  SUMMARY

We have described a framework for embedded perform-
ance monitoring of QoS parameters in IP networks, espe-
cially virtual private networks. The proposed architecture
has two main characteristics: first, it uses an in-service
method in which parameters in the actual user traffic are
measured by means of dedicated monitoring packets; and
secondly, the monitoring functions form an integrated part
of the ordinary network elements. Simulations based on
recordings of test traffic traces illustrate the possible results
using this model. Finally some issues in implementing this
method have been discussed.
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